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PRODUCT INFORMATION

Reginox sinks are straightforward and simple to install ensuring a sleek, modern finish  

no matter which installation method you choose.  

INTEGRATED SINKS 

Our integrated sinks can be installed in 3 ways: inset, semi-integrated (flush with  

the worktop) or undermount. All of our integrated sinks look stunning no matter  

the choice of installation, in any worktop with the exception of laminate.  

INSET SINKS 

Our inset sinks can be installed quickly and easily bringing an effective finish to any kitchen.  

To install these the fitter will turn the sink upside down, draw around the complete sink edge  

and cut 10 mm in from this template. All our sinks are provided with necessary clips and must  

be sealed with silicone sealant for a water tight finish.

CABINET SIZE

Due to specific cabinet sizes some sinks may not be suitable for your kitchen. At Reginox we 

supply a wide range sinks, each design in various sizes to fit every cabinet size, these vary from 

40 cm to 100 cm. The cabinet size is the available space underneath the worktop required for 

the bowl and other fixings only. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

At Reginox we supply technical drawings for all our sinks and clear fitting instructions. We can 

also supply routing jigs to size or the necessary software for CNC milling machines. 

MAINTENANCE TIPS

-  Clean the sinks with hot soapy water for everyday maintenance. 

-  Regular use of Inox Care to maintain your sink or stainless steel worktop. Rub this in using  

a microfibre cloth and buff out using a new, clean cloth once a week.

-  No abrasive cleaners or sponges should be used on the sinks to avoid any visible stains, 

scratches or marks. 

LIABILITY

Reginox is not liable for damage during installation or due to incorrect maintenance.
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